The European Union and the Euro

A K-12 WORKSHOP
MAY 6 – 7, 2010

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
FedEx Global Education Center
Room 4003

Co-Sponsors
European Union Center of Excellence
World View
THURSDAY, MAY 6

12:00 pm  Check-in

12:30 pm  Welcome
Gali Beeri
Center for European Studies
UNC at Chapel Hill

Carina Brossy
World View
UNC at Chapel Hill

12:45 pm  Introduction to the European Union
Liesbet Hooghe
Department of Political Science
UNC at Chapel Hill

2:30 pm  Break

2:45 pm  Introducing EU Resources through Technology
Gali Beeri
Center for European Studies
UNC at Chapel Hill

Carina Brossy
World View
UNC at Chapel Hill

4:00 pm  From Europe to the Euro
Erica Edwards
Center for European Studies
UNC at Chapel Hill

5:15 pm  Adjourn for the day

Enjoy dinner in a local ethnic restaurant!
List of restaurants provided in participant folder.
FRIDAY, MAY 7

8:15 am  Coffee, Tea, and Pastries

8:45 am  The European Financial Crisis
          Stanley Black
          Department of Economics
          UNC at Chapel Hill

10:00 am  Break

10:15 am  Immigration and the Strengthening of Extreme Right Parties
          Emanuel Coman
          Department of Political Science
          UNC at Chapel Hill

11:30 am  Lunch

12:45 pm  Multi-level Governance and Europe
          Gary Marks
          Department of Political Science
          UNC at Chapel Hill

2:30 pm  Break

2:45 pm  Euro Challenge Spotlight
          Gali Beeri
          Center for European Studies
          UNC at Chapel Hill

3:00 pm  Next Steps
          Gali Beeri and Carina Brossy
          UNC at Chapel Hill

3:15 pm  Adjourn
The Center for European Studies at UNC at Chapel Hill advances the understanding of the social, political, and economic events that shape contemporary Europe, in particular the European integration project. The Center offers an undergraduate major, an MA program and as a National Resource Center funded by the U.S. Department of Education, the Center develops original teaching materials for use in outreach programs with schools, business, and media organizations. The Center is one of 10 European Union Centers of Excellence funded by the European Commission and also runs the national network of E.U. Centers of Excellence.

global.unc.edu/europe
k12.euce.org

World View: An International Program for Educators

World View, a public service program of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, helps educators prepare students to succeed in an interconnected world by integrating global studies into every area of the curriculum.

www.unc.edu/world

Shuttle Schedule

May 6 – Departing Hampton Inn & Suites: 11:15am and 11:45am
Departing Global Ed Ctr. back to hotel: 5:15pm and 5:45pm

May 7 – Departing Hampton Inn & Suites: 7:30am and 8:00am
Departing Global Ed Ctr. back to hotel: 3:15pm and 3:45pm